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Laboratory of Molecular Biology (LMB) scientists can undertake a standard initial protein crystallization screen on a robotic nanolitre system with each new sample (1). A standard initial screen is made

in MRC sitting drop plates with a wide variety of commercially available crystallization reagents. The system is high throughput. Since 2002 more than 30,000 MRC plates have been set up for initial

screening only. The system is fast and reliable. This is crucial when a target is especially difficult to crystallize and many rounds of screening are required to test new constructs. Setting up plates is easy

and all LMB groups involved in structure determination operate independently. Constant developments offer alternatives and new tools. For instance, the MRC micro-batch plate, in-house custom

Morpheus screens and a new Web based tool (2) have been integrated recently to the system.

Hit with first construct, optimization hit (46th construct) and structure (Fusinita van den Ent’s project, 2007)

Condition with special mixes of salts and precipitants gave best

hit and was successfully optimized (Alex Berndt’s project, 2007)
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Fully automated system (TECAN) dispenses screens to

MRC plates and seals them. Screens are stored in plates

“ready to go” Custom matrices (e.g. 2D gradient from 4

corner solutions) are generated for any type of plate

The MRC plate and its advantages (Jan Löwe, 2006)

Nano-dispenser is used for setting up full initial screen

(16 screens) in one hour with 200 !l of protein. Other

protocols are also available (e.g. micro-batch, seeding)

Web interface (Paul Hart, 2007) gives details of condition and

protocol for preparation. Data mining is possible using keywords

Initial screen: 42 commercial kits composing 16

LMB screens.  Table: MRC plates set up in a span

of 5 years (LMB16 was integrated only recently)

Screen MRC plates

LMB1 2730

LMB2 2530

LMB3 2205

LMB4 2465

LMB5 2364

LMB6 1930

LMB7 1931

LMB8 2063

LMB9 2048

LMB10 1937

LMB11 1798

LMB12 1892

LMB13 1345

LMB14 1331

LMB15 1501
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Multiple constructs: case study
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Alternative technique, scale-up

Alternative Screen: Morpheus

Structural Studies and PNAC divisions have participated actively in the development

of the system which is used independently by all LMB groups (33 in total)

The MRC micro-batch plate is

a new tray suitable for

automation giving the

possibility to do experiments

under oil
Successful scale-up from MRC plate (200 nl drop) to hanging drop (4 !l )

(Divyang Jani’s project, 2007)

Crystals in 4 !l sitting drops (Catejan Neubauer’s project, 2007)


